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Amid the setting sun, couples nestle against each other strolling

down the breezy air; older couples hold on to each other moving

forward as they have been; families stroll along leisurely and noisily,

with the elder ones narrating their bravery in animation, and the young

running and jumping, hollering from their lungs, occasionally rampag-

ing much like a missile, injecting an ambience of laugher and joy.

At full time, trucks of all sizes rampage, and seagoing fishermen

approach their rafts and boats carrying their fishing gears and fridge,

ready to embark a new sailing; on their way back, it is full load of fish-

ery catch, sorting the fishing net by the harbor, or taking in the fishery

catch on deck, where the silvery fish belly reflects in the sun glistens

with the fruits of sweat projecting on the sun-tanned face.

The fishing port has been spawned for the fishermen to moor their

ships, while the docks, decks, embankment, lighthouse have been in-

stalled for safety and convenience.  To protect the fishermen and na-

tional security, the Coast Guard Administration has set up a security

inspection station here in respond to various shore businesses at the
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A peaceful coexistence of the fishing
boats and freight trucks (the fishermen's
domain) versus the embankment and
lookout (the public domain)

A few notes about harbor patrol
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harbor.  The fishermen's association, fish market and warehouses of all

sizes have been installed in support of the economic circulation.

Following the thriving development of the leisurely amusement,

as the public's work ethics and leisure demands change, the fishing ports

has become one of the venues where people chat on normal days, and

engage in picnicking and leisure on weekends and holidays.  In today's

society where the industries are changing gradually, the significance of

fishing ports has changed drastically.  Besides being a venue in essence

for the fishermen and Coast Guard personnel to work in, it also shoul-

ders the prevailing trend of offering diverse recreation and leisure

functions.  In light of which, for fishing ports that command consump-

tion potentials, the government ought to incorporate a diverse thinking

in their developments, not only broaching from the view of the fisher-

men but also from the view of tourism with money to spend, in order to

create more equity for the fishermen.  Putting parks in the port area,

adding recreational facilities, putting tourism restaurants and markets,

putting in fishing port cultural exhibits in idle fishermen's association

quarters are some of the feasible options to ponder on.

And we responsible for the security of the fishing ports would

also need to put in our diligent efforts.  As nearby residents or tourists

often come out to relief their pressure, and people who are in a low

,

The lookout at the Lung Fong fishing port provides a vantage
point for the public to chat on normal days and take in the
ocean view on weekends and holidays
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mood tend to lax in their physical and mental awareness, which com-

pels us to pay more attention to acts or movements that might lead to

hazard in order to prevent hazard from occurring.  In nasty typhoon or

high tide conditions, there would also be people coming to watch the

waves, and their over zealous excitement could deprive them of ratio-

nal thinking; therefore, it also calls for us to pay attention to care for

public safety.

And although the Coast Guard work isn't as easy, the reverse shift

rotation and the unexpected incidents are enough to deprive everyone

of a good night's sleep, yet when pondering how the public would

choose to recreate at a fishing port when it comes to leisurely recreation

on weekends and holidays, it signals that our port security maintenance

has put people at east, and made us proud of being part of the Coast

Guard force.

(The author is currently with Coast Guard 32nd battalion)


